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▪ Fixed Apple Toasted Audio Glitch on Mac OS X . Installing the ActiveX control did nothing, causing a download error when clicking on the HTML file. the URL for it's shortcut, and.Single-particle microscopy enables the imaging of individual macromolecules in high-density arrays and the measurement of their physical properties. Characterization of protein oligomers and large protein complexes requires a technology that not only can detect single particles, but also can measure the physical properties of each particle. Recently developed single-particle instruments have achieved several important milestones in single-particle biophysics, but the development of new single-particle detection and analysis methods for these instruments is urgently needed. We propose to develop a single-particle instrument that can
measure the rotation, translation, and thermal motion of protein complexes using direct fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (DFCS). The main innovation will be the development of a novel optical design, the use of a laser-illuminated detection volume, and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) that allow the measurement of protein complex movement in a uniform field. These innovations will directly address significant limitations associated with current single-particle instrumentation. The use of a uniform field and new detection volumes will reduce systematic errors and allow the collection of more accurate estimates of translational diffusion coefficients and quasielastic scattering parameters. The use of multiple detection volumes will significantly reduce the number of particles being illuminated and the
number of photodetectors needed, and use of a laser illumination will allow direct collection of correlation values and require fewer photodetectors. The proposed technique uses existing technology, including a solid-state laser, a multi-core optical fiber, and multiple detection volumes. The incorporation of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy allows the motion of the protein to be measured at very short time scales, while optical diffraction limits the measurement of larger particles to long timescales. The techniques described here will be validated through the development of analytical models and simulation of instrument response. The methods developed in this proposal are critical to the development of single-particle instruments as they will increase the accuracy, sensitivity, and throughput of the measurement of
protein complex motion. This instrument will then be used to study the assembly mechanism of the ring-complex proteins, as well as protein-protein and protein-membrane interactions. [unreadable] [unreadable] [unreadable]Astrocytes exhibit both glutamate transport and glutamine synt
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